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1. INTRODUCTION

Many evaluations of social programs involve either multiple sites (a program implemented in more than one site at approximately the same time) or replication (one or more new sites adopting a program identical or similar to one that has previously been implemented), and sometimes both. Both approaches generate multiple tests of a program, which we refer to as “multiple trials.” Although the two approaches are similar in important respects, there are also important differences, as multiple sites are implemented (roughly) simultaneously, while the implementation of replications is sequential. Multiple arm evaluations, in which programs that vary along certain elements but not others are tested at the same time on the same target population in the same sites, are a third type of multiple trial.

The purpose of this paper is to explore the rationales for evaluating programs and demonstrations through multiple trials, rather than limiting evaluations to a single trial, and to examine how such evaluations can best be designed to meet their objectives. After discussing the rationales for multiple trials, we develop a framework that allows us to categorize previous multiple trial evaluations according to the reason or reasons they were conducted and then assess whether their designs facilitated meeting their goals.

A key design concern we discuss is the extent to which treatments do and should vary across sites and between original programs and their replications. In addition, we discuss when multiple arms and subgroup analyses are superior to
multiple sites for accomplishing certain objectives. Key points are illustrated with examples from previous evaluations. Although these evaluations all relied on random assignment, many of the points also apply to evaluations that use non-experimental techniques.

While sets of multiple trials differ from one another in terms of whether the trials are simultaneous or sequential, they also differ along another dimension: how similar the individual trials are to one another. This may be viewed as a continuum. At one end are situations in which similar treatments are tested on similar target populations, but the environment differs because the sites, the time period, or both differ. Further along the continuum are multiple trials in which the treatments that are tested vary considerably, although they retain certain central elements. Moreover, the environments will likely differ, and the target populations may as well. Even further along the continuum, completely different treatments are tested, although the goals of the treatments tested are similar (e.g., helping low-wage workers retain employment), and the tests are conducted as part of the same project. We refer to the far end of the continuum as “multiple treatments.” Multiple treatments differ from multiple trials because the same program (or variants of it) is not tested. Of course, the point on the continuum that divides multiple trials from multiple treatments may be murky in practice.

All three types of multiple trial—multiple sites, replications, and multiple arms—are illustrated by the Greater Avenues for Independence (GAIN) evaluation of 1985. To assess GAIN prior to its widespread implementation, a
decision was made to use random assignment to conduct a multiple site evaluation in six of California’s 57 counties. These six counties differed in numerous aspects, including the version of GAIN they implemented. For example, Riverside County emphasized moving members of the treatment group into the work force as quickly as possible, a so-called “work first” approach, while the other five counties relied to varying degrees more on a “human capital” approach in which education (especially adult basic education) and training (to a lesser extent) were used to upgrade the skills of welfare recipients before they sought work. It was hoped that by having multiple sites with differing program models, it would be possible to learn which was most effective. As it turned out, the program that operated in Riverside County was the most successful of the six (Riccio, Friedlander, & Freedman, 1994). This was widely attributed to Riverside’s work first approach. However, because the counties differed in other important respects—for example, in terms of their economic characteristics and the characteristics of their AFDC recipients—definitive conclusions could not be drawn. In fact, the evaluators examined 14 explanatory variables, as well as interactions among these variables, in attempting to determine the reasons for the differences in impacts among the six counties resulting in an obvious degrees of freedom problem (Riccio & Friedlander, 1992, Chapter 6).

One way of drawing a more definitive conclusion is to run a replication to see if the work first approach can succeed elsewhere. Thus in 1995, Los Angeles County, which had been the least successful of the GAIN sites and which had
emphasized helping participants obtain remedial and basic education before seeking employment, adopted a modified version of the Riverside work first approach. An evaluation of this program, which used random assignment, found that it was far more successful than the original GAIN program in Los Angeles (Freedman, Knab, Gennetian, & Navarro, 2000). Although this finding is not definitive because the Los Angeles program did not entirely replicate the Riverside approach, and the two counties are obviously very different from one another, it was viewed as supportive of the work first approach.

2. THE RATIONALES FOR EVALUATING MULTIPLE TRIALS AND A FRAMEWORK FOR VIEWING THEM

Because it is usually costlier to conduct multiple trials than a single trial, one might ask what purposes are served by the former that cannot be served by the latter. In this section, we consider four. All but the first of these is in a sense a response to the fact that trials, even when they are part of the same evaluation, may vary in terms of the characteristics of their target populations (X), the economic and other environmental conditions at the sites and the time in which they are conducted (E), or components and inputs incorporated into the evaluated programs (P). Obviously, the resulting heterogeneity may cause program impacts to vary across the trials, as suggested by the following equation:

\[ Y_{ijk} = \alpha + \sum \beta_i X_{ijk} + \sum \gamma_j P_{ijk} + \sum \delta_k E_{ijk} + \lambda Z_{ijk} + \sum \beta_{ij} Z_{ijk} X_{ijk} + \sum \gamma_{ij} Z_{ijk} P_{ijk} + \sum \delta_{ik} Z_{ijk} E_{ijk} + \epsilon_{ijk}, \]
where $Y$ is an outcome such as earnings; $Z$ is the treatment variable (equal to 1 for those in the treatment group and 0 for those in the control group and thus does not vary in dosage); $\beta, \gamma, \delta, \text{ and } \lambda$ are estimates of the respective effects of $X, P, E, \text{ and } Z$; $i, j, \text{ and } k$ respectively refer to a specific individual, program, and site; and $\epsilon$ is an error term. The interaction terms allow for the possibility that program impacts may vary as $X, P, \text{ and } E$ vary. For example, a program may result in a larger increase in earnings at sites where the unemployment rate is low rather than high (or vice versa). If there are no interactions between $Z$ and $X, P, \text{ and } E$, then $\lambda$ will capture the entire program impact.

a) Four Rationales for Multiple Trials

1) *Expanding the sample size.* A larger sample increases the possibility of statistically significant findings when the program has a non-zero impact and better allows for analyses of separate subgroups. In the case of replications, the sample drawn in an original trial sample may have been small because of cost considerations, but because of some hint of success with the original trial, a follow-up trial may be implemented with a larger sample. In the case of multiple trials, there may be relatively few persons in a tested program's target population at individual sites, but a sufficiently large sample can be obtained by testing the program in several sites. Possibly more important disruption can be minimized in implementing tests of modifications to ongoing programs by randomly assigning relatively few individuals in each of a number of sites to a control group, which is denied services, and then pooling the sample across the sites. Such an approach
was used for recent evaluations of the Job Corps and the Workforce Investment Act (WIA) and is currently being used in the ongoing evaluation of the Maternal, Infant, and Early Childhood Home Visiting (MIECHV) program.

(2) Finding the most effective program design. As suggested by the GAIN evaluation, a multiple site experiment that tests programs that vary across the sites can help determine which program design is superior, but because the characteristics of the target population (X) and site environmental conditions (E) will likely also vary, this determination is inevitably subject to considerable uncertainty. Although this uncertainty can be reduced through replication, it cannot be eliminated. Thus, a better approach may be to run a multiple arm experiment.

In fact, this was ultimately done as part of a set of randomized experiments that took place after GAIN: The National Evaluation of Welfare-to-Work Strategies (NEWWS). To determine whether the work first approach really is superior to the human capital approach, welfare recipients at three NEWWS sites (Riverside; Atlanta, Georgia; and Grand Rapids, Michigan) were randomly assigned to either a control group, which received no services under the programs being evaluated, or to one of two different programs, each based on one of the two approaches. The two programs were then simultaneously operated at each of the three sites. The work first programs in all three sites tended to produce results that were superior to those relying on the human capital approach (Hamilton et al., 2001). Note, however, that a multiple arms
experiment, although clearly advantageous, became of interest only after it had been determined that there was a contest between program designs. This was not evident when the GAIN experiment was implemented. Thus, in the absence of enough foresight, multiple site evaluations may be all that is possible.

When there is great uncertainty as to the sort of program that can best ameliorate a particular social problem, rather than using a multiple trials approach, it may make more sense to use a multiple treatments approach in which P varies greatly across trials, although the goals of the different treatments are similar. The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) has made extensive use of this approach. Two examples are the Employment Retention and Advancement (ERA) project and Pathways for Advancing Careers and Education (PACE). In both instances, the Department started with an important issue they wanted addressed, but no single strategy appeared to be a likely solution. Thus, both ERA and PACE tested programs that differed vastly from one another. For ERA, the goal was to develop and test strategies to assist welfare recipients to keep their jobs and gain the skills needed to advance to higher paying jobs. The PACE projects were intended to develop strategies whereby low-income individuals could enter occupations where career pathways were available to enable them to gain additional skills and move on to better paying occupations. However, there were significant differences across sites. For example, the Des Moines Area Community College focused on individuals who lacked the basic skills required for the college’s regular education and
training programs and offered short-term training and education with the goal of enabling participants to attend the regular vocational offerings. Year Up, another PACE component, focused on mature high school graduates who were not college bound and provided intensive vocational training and an internship to enable participants to increase their earnings at the end of the one-year experience (Fein & Hamadyk, 2018).

Although the multiple treatments approach does not lead to a single overall impact result, DHHS has treated such projects as integrated studies, and draws lessons from the entire group of studies considered together. For example, the ERA project includes 27 reports. Twelve of the reports are the individual site evaluations, but others are cross-cutting reports that compare the implementation and outcomes of alternative strategies used in the demonstration, as well as experiences of specific subgroups and specific strategies. Thus, although the multiple treatments approach is not a multiple trials approach as we have defined the term, it can be a powerful way to conduct demonstrations and impact evaluations when the situation calls for independent impact evaluations.

In the case of replication, sometimes the original program is tweaked in the replication to see if it can be improved (or operated at a lower cost). In this situation, the subsequent trials would ideally take place at the same site(s) as the original trial to hold X and E as constant as possible, but this has rarely been done and, in any event, such trials are still subject to changes in X and E over time. Same-site replication can be (and is) done to see if a seemingly successful
program can succeed when run at a larger scale. For example, sectorial training programs were originally tested in three sites and then replicated on a larger scale at four sites, one of which, Per Scholas in New York City, was common to both sets of trials (Hendra et al., 2016). However, as this example suggests, evaluations involving scale increases are typically done at a different site, even though this allows $X$ and $E$ to vary.

(3) *Increasing external validity.* With a sufficiently large sample, a one-time randomized experiment in a single site that has been properly implemented assures internal validity, but it provides no assurance of external validity. As implied by the equation shown at the beginning of this section, program impacts can vary because of heterogeneity in the characteristics of the target population ($X$) and in site environmental conditions ($E$). This heterogeneity is perhaps the major rationale for multiple trials. Even with heterogeneity, external validity can, in principle, be assured if the sites and subjects are both randomly drawn from the target population (see Olsen et al., 2013). This was done, for example, with the recently completed Benefit Offset National Demonstration (BOND) experiment, which had a sample of almost a million (968,530) disabled recipients of supplemental security income (SSI) or social security disability insurance (SSDI) and 10 sites that were randomly selected from the Social Security Administration’s 53 Area Offices (Gubits et al., 2018). For analysis purposes, the sample was pooled across the sites.
In practice, however, randomly selecting sites has been relatively rare, in part because sites often have the option of whether to participate. Even if it is not done, some confidence can nonetheless be gained if a program is tested across sites that vary in terms of participant characteristics and environmental conditions, and thereby produces impact estimates that are more representative of an overall target population. For example, job clubs were tested in the 1970s and 1980s in a series of replication experiments, each in different sites with a different target population, that provided convincing evidence that they are an effective approach in assisting a variety of job seekers in finding employment. Due to these experiments, which are described in Section 4, the job club approach went from being considered an unorthodox way of helping job seekers to becoming the norm in a bit more than a decade.

(4) Learning how various factors influence program impact. In principle, multiple trials can be used to draw inferences about underlying “production” relationships by examining how program impacts vary with cross-site differences in X, E, and P. When X and P vary, this is sometimes characterized as “finding what works best for whom.” However, if the objective is to determine for whom a particular program works best, and P is relatively constant, this might be better accomplished by estimating impacts for separate subgroups (as categorized, for example, by gender, age, or attachment to the labor market).

When P does vary across trials, learning about production relationships would ideally involve estimating an equation like the one that appears at the
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beginning of this section. This would be accomplished by using methods found in the literature on meta-analysis and hierarchical analysis. However, using these methods requires a large number of trials (Author, 2003), and few evaluations of social programs have a sufficient number (recall the degrees of freedom problem in the GAIN evaluation). One possible exception is the evaluation of the Food Stamp Employment and Training Program, which included 53 sites in 23 states. However, neither hierarchical nor meta-analysis was performed as these methods were rarely used by social scientists when the evaluation was conducted (around 1990). Nevertheless, there was an attempt to examine whether the site-level impacts differed by site characteristics by regressing these impacts against various site characteristics, but no statistically significant relationships were found (Puma et al., 1990). Very recently, the ongoing evaluation of the Maternal, Infant, and Early Childhood Home Visiting (MIECHV) program evaluation, which has 88 sites, with roughly 60 families randomly assigned to the treatment group per site, used methods from hierarchical analysis to examine how impacts vary with program features and services received. However, while measures of P were examined, no variables that measured X or E were included (Michalopoulos et al., 2019).

In the absence of enough sites in one multiple site experiment, meta- or hierarchical analysis methods can still be used if data from several experiments can be pooled. The relation between program impacts and X, E, and P have, of course, also been less formally examined, as the GAIN example suggests.
One potential issue in determining the factors that cause impacts to vary in a multiple trial experiment is that the individual sites may have the ability to determine some of the components incorporated into the tested program and how the program is implemented. If so, it is possible that the factors that influence the choices in given sites are also related to the impact of the program and that some of these factors are difficult to measure and, hence, control for in the analysis. Thus, omitted variable or measurement error bias can result. Consider, for example, a multi-site evaluation of a vocational training program in which remedial education is also provided in some, but not all, the sites. If enthusiastic leaders are more likely to add a vocational training component and their fervor also results in larger program impacts, estimates of the contribution of vocational training to the overall program impact may be biased if, as is likely, leader enthusiasm is not measured and included in the analysis. Bell et al. (2016) have suggested a method that can be used to attempt to reduce this bias under certain circumstances.

b) A Multiple Trials Framework

Table 1 presents a framework based on the concepts discussed above. The table suggests that evaluations can be first be categorized as to whether they are of pilot or demonstration programs or of ongoing programs and then by the rationale for conducting a multiple, rather than single, trial evaluation. Of course, many evaluations have more than one rationale, which, as discussed later, may or may not be consistent with one another. For example, a goal of
expanding the sample size is consistent with the other three objectives listed in Table 1, but as indicated below, selecting the best program design may not be consistent with increasing external validity.

One reason for treating evaluations of pilot programs and evaluations of ongoing programs separately is that the latter almost always involve multiple site designs, drawing from sites where the program already exists, whereas the former may be based on replication or multiple arm designs, rather than multiple site designs. If the rationale for conducting an evaluation of a pilot program was either to expand the sample size or to increase external validity, either replication or multiple sites is an appropriate approach, but if it is to select the best program design, the ideal approach is to use multiple arms. Multiple arm experiments have several advantages for the latter purpose: the environment and participants characteristics are held constant, no more time to test treatments is required than in a multiple site evaluation, and additional sites are not required. As previously mentioned, however, multiple arm experiments may not be used in practice because of imperfect foresight, so replication or multiple sites may be relied on instead. Thus, the superiority of Riverside's work first approach was much less evident when tested in the multiple site GAIN then when tested as part of the NEWWS evaluation where a multiple arms approach was used.
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A second reason for distinguishing between evaluations of pilot programs and demonstrations and evaluations of ongoing programs is suggested by a literature in public health that deals with program heterogeneity in terms of efficacy and effectiveness trials. In efficacy trials, a treatment is evaluated in terms of optimum participation and implementation, and often at a small scale. Ideally, but not always in practice, these are then followed by treatment effectiveness trials, which evaluate the program in a “real world” setting, often increasing the scale of operations. These include implementation trials in which program variation is permitted and program evaluation trials in which variation in both participant behavior and implementation are allowed (see Gottfredson et al., 2015). Although these terms are not usually used in discussing evaluations of employment, training, and education programs, in the case of pilot programs, it is

### TABLE 1
**Preferred Multiple Trials Strategies for Alternative Learning Objectives**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Type</th>
<th>Pilot</th>
<th>Ongoing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rationale for multiple trial</td>
<td>Expanding sample size</td>
<td>Selecting the best program design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Preferred evaluation design</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of multiple trial</td>
<td>MS or R</td>
<td>MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterogeneity Permitted in</td>
<td>Program (P)</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants (X) &amp; Environment (E)</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Not allowed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: MS= multiple sites; R= replication; MA=multiple arms, NR=not relevant
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often efficacy trials, rather than effectiveness trials, that are actually evaluated. This can occur, for example, if programs are tested in the sites that are most likely to administer a treatment successfully, the individuals selected into treatment are those most likely to benefit from the treatment, the program was optimized for the conditions existing in the selected sites, or intensive technical assistance that would not exist in an ongoing program is provided to the sites (see Banerjee et al. (2017) for a discussion of these factors). While evaluations of many, if not most, pilot programs and demonstrations are efficacy trials, almost by definition, evaluations of ongoing programs are typically effectiveness trials.

The bottom two rows of Table 1 indicate whether the evaluated program design and participant and environmental characteristics should ideally be held constant across trials or allowed to vary. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, multiple site evaluations of ongoing programs are usually efficiency trials in which cross-site variation in program designs and participant and environmental conditions is almost inevitable. Such variation is not necessarily true of evaluations of pilot programs. For example, the intention of a multiple arm experiment is to assess alternative program designs by holding participant and environmental characteristics constant while allowing program design to vary across trials. In contrast, if the goal of a pilot program evaluation is to increase external validity, variation in participant and environmental characteristics is critical, while the program design would ideally be kept constant across the trials, although, as discussed below, holding the program design constant may not be
possible in practice. Of course, if the goal of a multiple trial evaluation is to study heterogeneity in program design and participant and environmental conditions, all these factors must be allowed to vary regardless of whether the evaluation is of ongoing or pilot programs.

As is apparent from Table 1, it is very difficult to design a single experiment that both maximizes external validity and permits selection of the best program design. As designed, for example, the GAIN experiment did not fully accomplish either goal, although the intent was to address both. By itself, the six-site GAIN evaluation pointed to the work first approach as being the best of the tested treatments, but not definitively, and it provided little information about the external validity of the Riverside results.

If the intent of an evaluation is to either study heterogeneity in program design or select the best program design, it is reasonable to estimate a multiple treatment model in which separate impacts are estimated for each trial, and the program is assessed on a trial-by-trial basis. Thus, the multiple treatments model was emphasized in the GAIN evaluation because there were important differences among the programs run in the sites, and there was an interest in determining which program model was most effective. In contrast, if the goal of an evaluation is to determine whether a program is effective overall, a common impact model in which the impacts are averaged across the sites is often estimated. The common impact model is useful in a multiple site study when the sites are considered part of a single program, which is typically the case with
ongoing programs and sometimes true of pilot programs, and together the sites are considered more or less representative of the program's target population and service mix. For example, the common impact model was emphasized in the evaluation of the Food Stamp Employment and Training Program, an ongoing program, even though there was considerable variation in what the different sites offered. In this case, which is discussed further in the following section, the sites were randomly selected, and the goal of the evaluation was to determine whether the overall program, as it actually existed in the field, was effective.

3. USING THE FRAMEWORK TO CATEGORIZE AND ASSESS PREVIOUS EVALUATIONS

As implied by Table 1, previous multiple trial evaluations can be categorized by whether they are of pilot programs or ongoing programs and by the rationale for using a multiple trial approach. The specific design that was adopted can then be assessed. This is illustrated in this section for the three arguably most important categories that appear in Table 1: (a) evaluations of pilot programs in which multiple trials are intended to aid in selecting a program design; (b) evaluations of pilot programs in which multiple trials are intended to increase external validity; and (c) evaluations of ongoing programs in which multiple trials are intended to increase external validity.

(a) Evaluations of pilot programs intended to aid in selecting a program design

As discussed in Section 2, the impacts of variants of a program containing core elements that are tested in different sites can be compared to select the
variant that appears most effective. The multiple site GAIN evaluation provides one example. A second example is a series of randomized experiments targeted at Unemployment Insurance (UI) claimants. The first of these experiments, which was conducted in 1983 in Charleston, South Carolina, required UI claimants to participate in job search activities and undergo stronger enforcement of the UI work test that they be available and actively searching for work (Corson et al., 1984). Subsequent experiments in Washington State and New Jersey tested alternative combinations of reemployment services and work test enforcement that differed from those tested in Charleston (Johnson & Klepinger, 1991 and Corson & Haimson, 1996).

Because sites differ in participant and environmental characteristics, as pointed out in Section 2, with sufficient foresight, testing program variants can often be better done with multiple arms. As Peck (2020) notes, multiple arm experiments “can compare distinct program models to one another (the ‘competing treatments’ design) or they can compare alternative versions of the same program model (the ‘enhanced treatment’ design).” The direct comparison of the work first and human capital approaches in the NEWWS evaluation is one example of the former, but there are many others. The Minnesota Family Investment Program (MFIP) demonstration, which took place in the mid-1990s, is an example of the latter. In this experiment, AFDC recipients and applicants assigned to both treatment arms were eligible for financial incentives
encouraging employment, but individuals in only one arm were subject to mandatory participation in employment services (Miller et al., 2000).

Multiple arm experiments can accommodate a wide variety of specific designs. The key element, as noted by Orr (2020), is that the experiment “randomly assigns sample members from a common pool to all treatment groups and the control group.” The ultimate multiple arm experiments are those designed to estimate “response surfaces”—that is, their designs allowed program parameters to vary within wide ranges. For example, eight combinations of income guarantees and tax rates were tested in the New Jersey Income Maintenance Experiment, and over 40 combinations were tested in the Seattle-Denver Income Maintenance Experiment. The RAND Health Insurance Study and the Housing Allowance Demand Experiment also used response surface designs.

(b) Evaluations of pilot programs intended to increase external validity

Either multiple sites or replication can be used to determine whether a program is effective in different settings. The important thing is that the program tested in each trial be as similar as possible or at least not differ beyond relatively modest adjustments to allow for differences in local conditions or in target populations, but participant and environmental characteristics vary. If there is interest in varying business cycle conditions or to see if a program continues to work if tested at a larger scale, it may be necessary to conduct replications at different times. Such replications could, in principle, be conducted within the
same site. In fact, it may be best to do so in order to hold other factors constant. As previously mentioned, however, in practice, most replications involve the use of new locations.

Banerjee et al. (2017) provide a useful discussion of using replication to test pilot programs on a larger scale. They first discuss “six challenges” in moving from small-scale efficacy trials to “a policy implemented at scale: market equilibrium effects, spillovers, political reactions, context dependence, randomization or site-selection bias, and implementation challenges.” They then illustrate some of the challenges with an educational intervention in India that was first tested through a small-scale efficacy trial and then through a series of large-scale efficiency replications that involved finding the best way to implement the intervention. The intervention has now been widely adopted in India.

The work of Azrin and his colleagues in testing the efficacy of job clubs is an important example of using replications as a program validity test under varying conditions. Azrin challenged the conventional wisdom that job seekers should be served individually by first introducing group activities in what he called “job clubs” for a small number of job seekers in a small community; then he replicated the work with other groups.

The first job club experiment involved a sample of 120 job seekers from a small college town in southern Illinois (Azrin, Flores, and Kaplan, 1975). The job club treatment included the then-novel feature of group counseling, but the program also emphasized that job search should be a full-time job, and included
a “buddy system,” motivational talks and information, family involvement, encouragement to consider a wide variety of jobs, having participants teach the curriculum to new members of the group, and instruction on dress and grooming. Based on a final analysis sample of 60 individuals who were randomly assigned to the treatment and control groups, the evaluation findings were impressive. The median treatment group member started work in 14 days, while the median control group member started work in 53 days. Three months after random assignment, 92 percent of the treatment group had found a job, compared to 60 percent for the control group. Average wage rates for those who found a full-time job were 36 percent higher for the treatment group. All the impact findings were statistically significant with p < .05.

Azrin and colleagues replicated their work with two specific populations. Azrin and Philip (1979) used a randomized field experiment to test the job club approach for a group of 154 job seekers with disabilities. The results were again impressive. Six months after random assignment, 95 percent of the treatment group had obtained a job, compared with 28 percent of the control group. With support from the U.S. Department of Labor, Azrin and colleagues were then able to conduct a much larger randomized field experiment with recipients of AFDC in five cities. A total of 967 clients were randomly assigned to either treatment or control status, with the treatment group receiving services similar to the model in Azrin’s other work and the control group receiving the standard services provided to welfare recipients in those sites. For the entire sample at the 12-month follow-
up, 87 percent of the treatment group had obtained jobs compared to 59 percent of the control group. There were statistically significant differences favoring the treatment group for each site and virtually all the subgroups considered.

The final replication of the job club model was performed by the Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation (now MDRC) in a Louisville, Kentucky welfare office (Wolfhagen & Goldman, 1983). Once again, the evaluation found strong employment results for the treatment group. Of the 750 welfare recipients who registered in Louisville between October 1980 and May 1981 and who participated in the demonstration, average earnings for the treatment group over this period were $550, as compared to $144 for the control group.

The Azrin job club studies and the MDRC replication provide convincing evidence that job clubs are an effective approach in assisting a variety of job seekers in finding employment. The job club approach went from being considered an unorthodox way of helping job seekers to becoming the norm in just over a decade, in large part due to the efforts by Azrin and his colleagues. As suggested by the widespread adoption of job clubs, replications of experiments can generate considerable enthusiasm for a policy, at least when the findings are consistent across the trials for a variety of target groups.

Rather than taking Azrin’s approach of sequentially testing the same program on different subgroups, however, if the groups of interest are available in a study sample, then a superior approach is to use standard subgroup
analyses to assess if a program is successful for different groups. In addition, subgroup analysis can be (and is) used to determine whether treatment effects vary across groups.

As indicated above, if the intent of an evaluation of pilot programs and demonstrations is to increase external validity, then it is important to minimize variation in the program model across trials, as was done in the job club replications. This was also accomplished in the multiple site Maryland Primary Prevention Initiative (PPI), which operated from 1992-97 in six welfare offices in Maryland and was similar across the sites (see Stoker & Wilson, 1998).

Sometimes, however, there is a need to adapt to differences in local conditions or target populations. For example, job openings for different occupations may vary across sites. Year Up provides an interesting example. The tested program focuses on high school graduates, aged 18-24, and operates in nine locations across the country. All Year Up programs last one year, with the first half focusing on developing occupational and soft skills, and the second half spent in an internship at a major corporation or nonprofit organization. Although the basic structure of the program was consistent across sites, the national office did not provide standard curricula, and course content varied among sites. The ongoing evaluation (Fein & Hamadyk, 2018) found that the Year Up sites maintained strong allegiance to the program model, largely through the efforts of the national office.
If a multiple site evaluation is used to determine the external validity of estimates of the impacts of a treatment, it is important that the sites be as representative as possible of the overall target population and the local environments in which they reside. For example, the GAIN evaluation included six sites that represented a diverse set of local economic conditions and population characteristics within California. Los Angeles County had to be included because one-third of the AFDC caseload lived there. In addition, there were three other urban counties (Riverside, San Diego, and Alameda, which includes Oakland), and two rural agricultural counties (Tulare and Butte, both in the Central Valley, with Butte in the northern part and Tulare in the southern part of the 450-mile long valley). Unfortunately, although the sites represented a wide range of conditions within California, the evaluation was of limited value in determining the external validity of a specific program because what was defined as “GAIN” differed in important respects across the sites.

While it may be necessary to adopt a program design to local conditions or differences in target populations, sometimes excess variation in a tested program occurs because of a lack of fidelity to the program design, although it is often difficult, in practice, to distinguish purposeful variation from variation due to a lack of fidelity. A clear case of the latter occurred in the Center for Employment Training (CET) replication. A high degree of fidelity appears to have only been approximated in four of the 12 CET-replication sites. Among the
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remaining sites, six implemented the program with medium fidelity and the other two with low fidelity (Miller et al., 2003).

As this example suggests, good fidelity is frequently difficult to attain in field experiments in practice because it is often challenging to get sites to follow an exact formula. One possible approach to minimize poor fidelity is to obtain a pre-experimental agreement from each site to implement the program model in accordance with detailed specifications before including them in the experiment. Once the experiment is underway, process analysis is important for monitoring fidelity. Consideration should also be given to developing a check list for social experiments along the lines of the “replication recipe” that Brandt et al. (2014) constructed for experimental social psychology. Such a recipe could be used for multiple site experiments, as well as for replications.

(c) Evaluations of ongoing programs intended to increase external validity

Some ongoing programs permit or even encourage considerable local or regional variation. If the goal is to evaluate a program as it exists, then each site should operate the program as they typically do. In other words, treatment effectiveness evaluations are appropriate. As discussed earlier, this is best accomplished through a representative sample of sites, ideally by randomly selecting sites out of the potential population of sites (see Olsen et al., 2013). Examples of this are the decades old evaluation of the Food Stamp Employment and Training Program (Puma et al., 1990), which appears to be the first randomized experiment to draw a nationally representative sample of sites that
mimics how a national program is administered locally, and the recent evaluations of the Workforce Investment Act (Heinrich et al., 2013; Fortson et al., 2018). These evaluations covered programs that varied considerably across states and across local areas.

In practice, however, random assignment of sites has rarely been done, in part because, under many programs, sites can decide for themselves whether to participate in an evaluation. The evaluation of the Food Stamp Employment and Training Program was an important early exception because random assignment could be imposed by the federal government.

For an ongoing program in which sites have a great deal of discretion in how they operate the program, policy makers likely are most interested in the overall impact of the program as it actually operates, although learning about the impacts of specific components, dosages, and strategies can also be useful for program improvement.\textsuperscript{11} In so-called “block grant” programs, such as the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA), grant recipients (often state and local governments but sometimes winners in competitions) often must follow some rules on the services they provide, but they are also likely to have a great deal of flexibility in how they serve participants. We illustrate the evaluation issues by discussing WIOA and its predecessors below.

The national evaluations of WIOA’s predecessors, the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) and the Workforce Investment Act (WIA) both dealt with programs that were highly diverse among states and local areas, where the
diversity was an important aspect of the program. Under all three programs, federal funds were allocated to states by formulas based on indicators of population and economic distress, and similar formulas were used to distribute the money to local areas within states. States were permitted to strongly influence the mix of workforce activities in the state, and many states passed on this discretion to local areas. To illustrate: under WIA, activities were categorized as core, intensive, or training, and participants were to receive the services sequentially. Core activities were the least expensive, and typically involved providing labor market and job search information to participants, often through self-service or in a group setting. Intensive services involved more one-one-one assistance, often as in-depth counseling or assessment. Finally, training involved vocational training typically provided by community colleges, nonprofit institutions, or proprietary schools.

Training programs typically cost thousands of dollars, while the assistance provided in core and intensive services costs hundreds of dollars at the most. Because training programs are intended to increase human capital and thereby earnings, training programs would be expected to increase earnings, at least in the long run, by significantly more than programs focusing on job search assistance. Author (2007) found that there was a very large range in the proportion of participants who received training among states. For the 2002-2005 period nationwide, 46.6 percent of WIA adults who exited the program received training. The range, however, was from 96 percent in Delaware, down to 13.5
percent in Mississippi. With such strongly divergent approaches to implementing their programs, program impacts on earnings could vary significantly among states and local areas.

The JTPA and WIA evaluations dealt differently with the expectation that training was likely to have a different impact than other services. In the JTPA evaluation, sites determined the most appropriate service for each person they wished to serve, and then individuals were randomly assigned to treatment or control status. In the WIA evaluation, individuals were randomly allocated to be eligible for only core services, only core plus intensive services, or all three tiers of service; no one was assigned to a pure control service where they were ineligible for any services.

To gauge the effectiveness of the overall program, the national evaluations of JTPA and WIA used the common impact model approach, which computes the average impact across all sites. The National JTPA Study included 16 sites, but only those that were willing to participate. Although the authors argued that the sample was representative of the nation, others expressed concern that the sites were not selected randomly so that the impact in the participating sites might differ from that in a random sample. The design for the WIA evaluation overcame these problems. The sample included 28 randomly selected sites, and only two sites were replacements for sites that refused to participate. Neither the JTPA evaluation nor the WIA evaluation
reported site-specific impacts, but both evaluations investigated if activities were related to impacts.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Conducting evaluations with multiple trials involves added costs, but doing so can improve our knowledge of program impacts in several ways. In Section 2 of the paper, we note that adding additional sites provides several advantages for the evaluation. First, adding additional trials means that sample size will be increased, thus increasing the probability of obtaining statistically significant findings when there is a non-zero impact. Second, adding additional sites can be useful in identifying the most effective program design. Adding sites enables the evaluation to identify variations in the target population, the program design, and the environment that affect the outcomes of interest. However, in some cases, multiple arms provide a superior way of determining the best program design. Third, adding more sites can increase external validity by incorporating greater and more representative variation in population characteristics, program characteristics, and the environment. Finally, conducting multiple trials enables the evaluation to explore how variations in population, program, and environment affect the outcomes. Subgroup analysis, however, often also plays an important role in examining how program impacts are affected by population variation. As indicated by the framework introduced in Table 1 and illustrated in Section 3, the extent to which each of these goals is emphasized and whether a pilot program
Conducting evaluations using multiple trials

... or ongoing program is involved should influence the specific multiple trial evaluation design that is selected.
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ENDNOTES

1 Others have also used similar frameworks for discussing the factors that influence program effects. For example, Author (1990) present the following equation, which represents the production function for welfare-to-work programs:

\[ Q = f(P, C, L), \]

where Q is the outcome (our Y), P is program characteristics, C is client characteristics (our X), and L is labor market conditions (similar to our E).

Our equation is also very similar to the framework developed in Cronbach (1982) and extended in Cook (2014). Cronbach (1982) describes the key aspects of an evaluation as “UTOS,” where U are units of analysis (e.g., persons, schools, etc.), T is the treatment to be provided (or withheld from the control group), O represents the outcomes or variables hypothesized to be affected by the treatment, and S represents the settings in which the intervention takes place. When written in lower case, utos refers to the values of these characteristics for the sample selected, while the uppercase UTOS refers to the universe. When the evaluator wishes to apply the findings to another set of values of U, T, O, and S, a * precedes the domain characteristics, i.e., *U, *T, *O, and *S. Cook (2014) interprets Cornbach’s framework and adds time (ti) to the model. In our equation, the X variables are similar to U, the treatment is Z rather than T, the outcome (O)
is Y, and the setting variables are the E or environment variables. Our model is simpler in that we include a single O variable and assume a linear functional form. We do not include time explicitly because we assume that differences in the outcome over time are due to changes in the X, T, or E variables rather than changes in time itself. These issues are also addressed in Weiss, Bloom, and Brock (2013).

2 The four rationales presented in this section map well with three of the four validity concepts originally developed by Cook & Campbell (1979) and updated in Shadish, Cook, & Campbell (2002). Expanding sample size is an important way to increase statistical power and thereby increase statistical conclusion validity. The second and fourth rationales presented in this section, determining the best program design and determining how characteristics of the participants and environment affect impact, are related to internal validity. Shadish, Cook, & Campbell (2002, p. 38) define internal validity as “The validity of inferences about whether observed correlation between A (the presumed treatment) and B (the presumed outcome) reflects a causal relationship from A to B as those variables were manipulated or measured.” Evaluations focusing on whether characteristics of participants or the environment affect the program impact essentially modify the concept of internal validity, looking at the relationship conditional on the value of participant or environment characteristics. The third rationale in the paper, increasing external validity, explicitly considers one of the four types of validities discussed by Cook & Campbell (1979) and Shadish, Cook, & Campbell (2002).
The only type of validity they discuss that is not related to the section is construct validity, which deals with measurement of characteristics.

In interpreting these findings, it is important to recognize that the human capital arms in the three sites did not provide intensive investments in human capital. The human capital arms in Riverside and Atlanta mainly provided basic education; while the arm in Grand Rapids emphasized basic education, it also encouraged vocational training. The most successful of all the programs tested in NEWWS by far was one operated in Portland, Oregon that mixed the work first and human capital approaches. Like the former, this program emphasized to participants that the goal for them was to obtain a job; but rather than being told to take any available job immediately, participants were told to wait until they could find a “good” job. In addition, as in the human capital approach, those participants who needed additional skills were encouraged to enroll in education and training (Author, 2005).

Examples of when this has been done include Bloom, Hill, and Riccio, 2003; Author, 2005; and Author, 2003.

These are described in some detail by Peck (2020), Bell & Peck (2016), and Orr (2020), who also provide numerous examples of each type of multiple arm experiment. The units that are randomly assigned to the arms are not necessarily limited to individuals. For example, an experiment described in Banerjee et al.
(2008) randomly assigned 280 villages in India to four arms including the control group.

These experiments were very expensive, and they all took place in the 1960s and 1970s. A response surface design is only possible when the program parameters are continuous (e.g., tax rates or copayment rates). For brief descriptions of experiments using response surface designs, see Author (2004). Cook (2014, p. 532) also addresses response surface designs and refers to the approach as “probably the best available method for causal extrapolation,” although he is not optimistic about the potential for widespread use of the technique in the near term for the social sciences.

Because either multiple sites or replications may be used to examine external validity, it is useful to consider the trade-offs between them. Replications can hold the socioeconomic environment and participant characteristics constant by being run in the same site as the original experiment, although this seems to be done relatively rarely. More importantly, because replications are sequential, they require more time to test the same treatment. On the other hand, randomized multiple site experiments require an upfront investment to include additional sites. Decisions about whether to replicate an experiment, in contrast, can be based on what was learned from the initial evaluation. For example, if the initial treatment did not have positive impacts, there may be little point in fielding a replication. This can result in considerable cost savings. If positive impacts did occur, it may be deemed important to determine if they will hold up in a different
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Moreover, the initial evaluation may suggest variations in the treatment that appear promising because they potentially can result in even larger impacts or in lower costs. These can be tested in the second round. A further advantage of replication relative to multiple sites is that replications provide an opportunity to improve the evaluation methodology, either by using stronger methods such as a randomized controlled trial (RCT), rather than a comparison group, or by using a larger sample. For example, the I-BEST replication, which is currently being conducted, substituted a randomized control trial for non-experimental methods. In the Year Up evaluation (Fein & Hamadyk 2018), a randomized control trial was used in both the original and the replication evaluations, but the replication included eight sites rather than just three. Thus, the information provided by testing treatments through a sequential replication process can have considerable value. This value, however, must be compared to the value of the time required for the replication process to be completed. For example, as discussed below, around a decade elapsed between the first job club experiment in Carbondale, Illinois and the evaluation report on the final experiments in Louisville, Kentucky. However, the job club experiments demonstrate the feasibility of testing an innovation on a very small and inexpensive scale, finding success, and then ultimately testing it on a larger scale.

Fein & Hamadyk (2018) describe the Year Up program and the randomized evaluation of it that is in progress.
Another possibility is that the original design is silent on specific features, which would likely lead to variation among sites.

A problem can occur if an attempt is made to extract information about what works best from the observed variation in ongoing programs. If the local adaptations are optimal, then if site A were to implement site B’s program, it would have worse outcomes than under its previous program.

See Orr et al. (1996) for the national JTPA evaluation and Fortson et al. (2018) for the national WIA evaluation.

Author (2010) discusses the problem with the sites in the National JTPA Study.